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Introduction		
Yoga is an art of living, a spiritual path, self disciplinary training or an 
interconnected technique which binds together the body, consciousness, 
spirit and the inner most soul. It is a form of contemplation, meditation 
and worship that targets the achievement of physical, mental and 
spiritual commitment. Yoga tackles the problem at its root cause and 
does wonders at the personal most level. Faith and trust in one’s own 
self along with performing other specified asana are the magic wands of 
Yoga. Yoga takes a person to the highest level of gratification and 
serenity.  

Yoga means unification or coming together of human life with the 
cosmic world. It is the integrity and unity of awareness at all levels. 
Yoga is a way to serve human beings with worldly truths and facts and 
is a system of exercises that merges life, soul, essence and substance 
with a human body. Yoga teaches how to use breathing to learn self 
control and restraint and to achieve enlightenment. Yoga leaves no place 
for distraction from one’s process of coming in contact with one’s own 
inner self and the consolidation and cleansing of mind and body. 
Through relaxation and meditation, it strengthens and intensifies one’s 
thought process and magnifies its awareness towards its own body.  

  



What	Makes	Us	Overweight?	
Before getting into ways of losing weight, one should try to understand 
what is overweight and what are the causes of being overweight? So that 
a person can take care of those factors that are primarily the culprit and 
the key source of the whole problem and try to avoid them as much as 
possible. If we say, a person is overweight then we mean that his or her 
body fat is more that what is optimally healthy. His obesity can be 
because of various reasons.  

Certain people are genetically overweight. It could be due to some 
medical problem, say underactive thyroid, Cushing syndrome or several 
other such health reasons. Such causes are not due to a person’s fault, 
but inbuilt into them. What best a person can do is to take care that it 
does not get aggravated and if possible to eradicate it from the root 
cause. This is where general awareness and proper knowledge about 
personal well being helps him out.  

But mostly major causes of being overweight are due to personal 
negligence and carelessness. In today’s fast life, all the modern 
amenities have given a person’s health a back seat. The inactive and 
sedentary lifestyle that most of us are following in our daily routine 
today is having very negative impact on our health and the irony is that 
we are either unaware of it, or rather not willing to admit it. The modern 
technology like television, computers, and cell phones have restricted 
the movement of youngsters inside their household. Day by day children 
are turning into couch potatoes. They prefer to sit in front of the idiot 
box, rather than going out in open with friends. Easy availability of 
internet has hooked everyone into its jaws. They opt for browsing and 
surfing to playing.  

Air-conditions have minimized a person’s physical exercise level. 
People prefer to drive their cars to buy food and other necessities, rather 
than walking the distance to their nearby grocery stores and then walk 



back. Breathing in fresh air is like a novelty to today’s generation. 
Sleeping late and getting up late is today’s fad. Do you remember the 
last time you saw a ‘sunrise’? Or went for went for a morning walk? 

Environment also plays a role to certain extent in a person being 
overweight. Heavy pollution makes one avoid walking or staying 
outside for long. Lack of parks and sidewalks are also a big obstacle and 
discourages one’s physical movement. Heavy and tight work schedules 
make one neglects his or her personal health. Smoking, alcohol and lack 
of sleep also tend to make a person overweight. Sound eight hours sleep 
is what is recommended for everyone but most get closer to five. 

Poor nutrition, or eating unhealthy or junk food, tends to shoot up the 
weight of an individual. They add unnecessary and unwanted calories to 
the body without supplying sufficient energy boosting nutrients to it. 
Eating at irregular intervals and at odd hours also causes imbalance in 
your body proportion. Several people follow wrong eating habits. The 
eating pattern can be categorized into several compartments like 
compulsive or impulsive eating, anxious eating or emotional eating 
habits. Some of us are compulsive eaters, being hungry is not the criteria 
of eating food, one has to eat whatever he finds in front of him, whether 
needed or not by the body. Few eat when they are anxious or nervous 
about something. It is a form of relaxation for them and takes their mind 
off their worries. One tends to also eat when deeply emotionally 
involved or disturbed about something. One can be either very happy or 
sad or in a confused state of mind to rush towards the food.  

Food is a diversion for them. They keep on piling up food in their body 
with a little or no regard for the harm it is causing to them. The energy 
balance of their body gets misbalanced. Calories in outweigh the 
calories out, and hence resulting in one being overweight.  

Once the causes of being overweight is clear in one’s mind, the natural 
next step should be the learning part, of ways of reducing unwanted 



weight of the body. There are several paths which lead to weight loss, 
but intelligent planning is of utmost importance. Do not take any 
shortcuts or easy ways out. Your strategy should be to lose weight on a 
long term permanent basis, rather than a short, quick fix up.  
  



Why	Choose	Yoga?		
To eradicate a problem, one should go to the root or main cause of it and 
then tackle it accordingly. One might argue, with plenty of gym and 
exercising aerobic centers present in the market at every nook and 
corner which promises with fast dramatic results, why should a person 
opt for yoga which is supposedly relatively slower. But then one might 
conclude against this debate, that what they are looking for is a 
permanent total transformation of their inner as well as outer self rather 
than just physical cosmetic enhancement.  

Yoga is an ancient Indian art of meditation that has been successfully 
followed through many centuries. Losing weight through yoga is a very 
scientific, systematic and total transformation on all human levels 
possible, be it, physical, mental or spiritual.  

Yoga is a long internal journey where a person is geared to reconnect to 
his internal soul and look deep into his true self. Unlike in gym, while 
doing yoga a person does not need to impose super will power or 
disciplinary constraints on himself, because yoga preaches and helps a 
person attaining all these qualities. I remember reading somewhere 
“yoga is about breaking your habits, not your body”. It helps people by 
modifying their life as well as their life style.  

Through various exercises, several different postures and asana, 
meditation and health related tips, beneficial for not only weight loss but 
overall health improvement, yoga enriches a person with an inner peace 
and tranquility that will remain with him for his entire life span. As we 
all know our mind controls our entire body. Yoga along with physically 
balancing a person’s body controls the mind and channels it in the right 
direction. It gives the mind the strength to be able to keep rein on desires 
and to make the right decisions at the correct time. It is a gradual 
changing process, which transforms a person from inside out. It gives 
relaxation, calmness and serenity and takes away the anxiety, stress and 



nervousness that we all face due to today’s lifestyle.  

Yoga is also the most inexpensive way of losing weight. One does not 
need to buy expensive machines or gadgets for exercising. What all is 
required is just a mat and some guidance. If properly followed it has no 
side effects or negative impacts. It tones up the body and imparts 
vitality. Deep breathing which is the root of performing various yogic 
asana increases the oxygen intake, which in turn when in contact with 
the fat cells of the body helps in burning them out. Yoga just not only 
reduces weight, it makes a body proportionate, based on a person’s 
height and other physical attributes.  

You should opt for yoga if you are tired of weight loss programs, that 
result in you regaining weight just as fast as you lost it. Yoga is the right 
choice for you, if you are not interested in strenuous activity, difficult 
physical exercises every day and going to gym regularly and sweating 
out for hours is not your cup of tea. If you want be happy and healthy 
both inside and out, yoga is for you.  
  



How	To	Practice	Yoga?		
Yoga and weight loss go together hand-in-hand but remember the 
beginners should perform yoga under professional guidance. The asana 
and the postures that are involved in yoga require accurate form in 
performing them and entail proper breathing management. If you plan to 
take yoga as your primary form of exercise for weight loss, then we 
suggest 30 minute workouts three times a week. Though yoga is an old 
traditional art of exercising and has been around for ages, several new 
scientific postures, with the main focus to tone up and slim down have 
been discovered.  

Weight loss through yoga is a very gentle and subtle process. It tones up 
the whole body and makes it supple and flexible. The various yoga 
postures meant for controlling weight are endowed with unique qualities 
and relaxing a person and reducing stress levels. The exercises focus on 
raising the metabolism level of a person and helps in burning down the 
calories. Though yoga exercises may not be as strenuous, and burns 
lesser calories when compared to other vigorous forms of sport like 
jogging and swimming, they have a better and longer lasting results over 
time.  

Yoga can be practiced by people of all age groups. There is no bar 
where yoga is concerned, but there are certain exercises which are not 
recommended for people having problems like high blood pressure, 
heart problems and diabetes. As stated earlier, if you are beginning yoga 
please do it under professional supervision.  

There are two main types of yoga for losing weight. Vinyas or floor 
yoga is the yoga type that is most suitable for this purpose, since it 
contains sequence of postures called sun salutations or surya namaskar. 
This style of yoga is very energetic and makes one sweat profoundly. 
Other yoga asana that are very helpful in weight loss are Asthanga yoga, 
power yoga, and hot yoga.  



Asthanga yoga is vigorous and easy set of postures and it focuses on the 
alignment of human breadth with the sequence of various complicated 
poses. It not only aims towards a healthy body, but at the same time 
ensures a strong and clear mind. Once a person has learned this asana, it 
can be easily performed at home. Power yoga, has been catching on very 
fast lately. It is a new form of yoga, where various poses are performed 
on a vigorous cardiovascular pattern. It is a very swift and athletic way 
of exercising and is diligently followed in western countries. Vinayasa 
yoga when done in a hot room makes one sweat a lot and burns up 
calories at a must faster rate and since the body is in a hot room, it 
becomes more flexible and easier to perform deeper stretches. Power 
yoga emphasizes strength and flexibility and is more or less derived 
from asthange style of poses.  

Bikran yoga is also a form of yoga and includes set of twenty-six yoga 
poses and two pranayam exercises. This form of yoga is generally 
followed most ardently by athletics and celebrities. They should be 
performed at least three times a week to get the desired result. It is a 
combination of calmer, relaxing, soothing yoga exercises with aerobic, 
cardiovascular and fat burning workouts. To burn fat it raises the heart 
beat and makes one sweat profoundly. It is very helpful in reducing the 
stress level, since it trains the body and the mind. A person following 
bikram yoga on a regular basis gets a command on his self control, 
patience and builds up his concentration level.  

There are several other yoga exercises which helps in keeping a check 
on a person’s weight. Yoga is a relaxing way of exercise and hence 
should be practiced with a certain frame of mind. It is a never ending 
learning process and you will find that more you come to learn about it 
the more you would want to know. As we all know our whole body 
system is interlinked or interconnected and not just treating any single 
unit of the body is sufficient until the whole system is cleansed, purified 
and treated. There are several cleansing techniques in yoga which when 



performed accurately under a professional guidance are beneficial to a 
person’s well being and in the long run helps in maintaining and 
stabilizing the body weight.  

Kunjal Kriya washes the stomach and helps in lungs cleansing, Basti is a 
colon cleansing technique and Laghu Shanka Prakshalan cleanses our 
digestive system. Baghi – a Tiger exercise along with other Yoga asana 
or postures help in tightening abdomen area and strengthen arms and 
legs and tones up thighs and hips. So, the Yoga is an overall process of 
maintaining and regulating the personal health of human beings and tries 
to reach and cure the root cause of the problem, rather than doing a 
superficial job. Yoga treats a person from head to toe both the mental 
along with the physical side.   



Sound	Mind		
Yoga is an overall transformation – both on the mental as well as on the 
physical level. It is a myth that just vigorous and strenuous exercise is 
all that Yoga is about and all that is needed to keep a body in shape. A 
human being is directly controlled by their mind. The mind sends out the 
signals that lead to a person’s particular behavior - let it be his obsessive 
eating, lethargic approach to life or sedentary life style. So, before 
working on the physical aspect of an individual, it is equally important 
to stabilize and regulate the thinking process.  

Yoga exercises undergo various postures that lead to meditation and 
relaxation of the body and mind. A restless mind always creates unrest 
in an individual and ultimately leads to an unusual and unwanted 
behavior or actions on their part.  

Yoga is the key to reduce the stress and anxiety level in a person. It 
burns the stress hormones and simultaneously increases the natural brain 
chemicals, which gives one the feelings of natural and true happiness 
and internally energizes them to face the world. A stress free mind 
relaxes the body and helps in its recovery process. People tend to eat and 
intake unnecessary calories when under stress or tension. Yoga balances 
the hormones that send out the negative signals and control the behavior 
pattern of the individual. Stress, tension and anxiety are the root causes 
of most behavioral disorders and if not checked or cured in time can do 
irreparable damage. 

Yoga helps in improving the sleeping pattern and makes one have a 
sound sleep which is very important for overall health management. 
Performing various hard and tedious exercises tires the body and due to 
the physical exhaustion, the body craves for proper rest and undisturbed 
sleep. A rested night helps in reducing the anxiety and depression level 
of an individual and they are able to perform better the next day and at 
the same time are more energetic and lively. In other words, yoga is a 



full circle, to achieve a rested, fit and energetic body, first one undergoes 
a strenuous regime which in turn stabilizes and successfully improves its 
body overall pattern.  

Yoga is a path or a magic spell for the total transformation. It has several 
psychological benefits and caters to the spiritual, mental and physical 
aspects of a human being. It changes a person’s mentality or way of 
perception and channels the mind towards a positive attitude. A sound 
mind carries a healthy body. Yoga postures need to be performed with a 
specific frame of mind. One has to have trust and faith in one’s own 
capabilities to be successfully able to achieve their goals. You will 
observe that once you have attained a positive, peaceful sound mind, 
achieving your weight goals will be a simple side-effect of continuing 
your practice. So, don’t let go of this opportunity and grab the double 
advantage that Yoga has to offer, both losing you weight and at the same 
time gaining a sound mind.  
 

  



Conclusion		
Loving one’s self is the best gift that a person can give to themselves. 
Happy people are better to be around and make the people around them 
happier at the same time. A person is what they eat, so think about what 
you eat and when you eat it. As the saying goes “Health is Wealth”. 
Choose a long-term full-body transformation rather than a quick-fix hard 
to maintain diet. Your body will thank you!  


